
1-1 EB-G7000 Series + ELPMB47/48
Applicable models: EB-G7900U/G7400U/G7200W/G7000W/G7800
Materials used: Safety wire (ELPWR01) x 2, Eye bolt x 1

Attaching the safety wires
＜Ａ＞
(1) Security bar position: Left rear of body
(2) Hang the ring on the security bar at the left rear of the body.
(3) Hang one side of the wire on a hook, and pass it through the 

fixture hole.
(4) Tighten the ring nut.

＜Ｂ＞
(1) Eye bolt installation position: Front right of body
(2) Fix the eye bolt to the mounting bracket screw hole at the front 

right of the body.
(3) Hang a ring on the eye bolt and pass the wire through it as shown 

in the picture.
(4) Tighten the ring nut.

[Caution] Fasten so that there is little looseness in the wire.

A

B

A: Using the security bar to fasten

B: Using an eye bolt to fasten

Front (Lens side)

Rear (I/F side)

Pass through to the side from the 
rear of the fixture

Pass through to the side from 
the front of the fixture

Front (Lens side)

Rear (I/F side)

①

①

②

②

③

③ ④

④



1-2 EB-G6000 Series + ELPMB22
Applicable models: EB-G6770WU/6570WU/6370/6250W/6050W
6900WU/6750WU/6550WU/6350/6250W/6050W
Material used: Safety wire (ELPWR01) x 1

Attaching the safety wire
(1) Security bar position: Left side when seen from the front of 

the body
(2) Hang the ring on the security bar on the left side of the 

body.
(3) Wind the wire around the fixture pole.
(4) Wind the wire further around the pole (double wind it).
(5) Pass one looped section of wire through the other looped 

section.
(6) Pass the wire through the ring and tighten the nut.

[Caution] Fasten so that there is little looseness in the wire.

Using the security bar to fasten

Front (Lens side)

Rear (I/F side)

① ②

⑥④ ➄

③



1-3 EB-5000/4000 Series + ELPMB22

Applicable models: EB-5530U/5520W/5510/4950WU
4750W/4650
Material used: Safety wire (ELPWR01) x 1

Attaching the safety wire
(1) Security bar position: Right side of body
(2) Hang the ring on the security bar on the right side of the 

body.
(3) Wind the wire around the fixture pole.
(4) Pass the wire through the ring and tighten the nut.

[Caution] Fasten so that there is little looseness in the wire.

Using the security bar to fasten

Rear (I/F side)

Front (Lens side)

① ② ④③



1-4 EB-U42/2142W Series + ELPMB23

Applicable models: EB-U42/W41/X41/S41/W05/X05/S05
2142W/2042/990U/980W/970/960W
925/910W/900

Material used: Safety wire (ELPWR01) x 1

Attaching the safety wire
(1) Security bar position: Front left of the body (behind the foot) *Rear 

left for 925/910W/900
(2) Hang the ring on the security bar at the front left of the body.
(3) Wind the wire around the fixture pole.
(4) Wind it further around the pole (double wind it).
(5) Pass one looped section of wire through the other looped section.
(6) Tighten the ring nut.
[Caution] Because these models are small, wind the wire around the 

pole twice.

Using the security bar to fasten

Front
(Lens side)

Rear
(I/F side)

① ② ③

④ ➄ ⑥



1-5 EB-2265/1985WU/1965 Series + ELPMB23
Applicable models: EB-2265U/2247/2155W/2065/1985W

1975W/1965/1960/1955/1950/1945W/1940W
Material used: Safety wire (ELPWR01) x 1

Attaching the safety wire

(1) Security bar position: Right rear of the body (Front of hood)
(2) Hang the ring on the security bar at the right rear of the body.
(3) Pass one end of the wires through the ring, and wind the wire 

around the fixture pole.
(4) Wind it further around the pole (double wind it).
(5) Pass one of the rings on the wire through the other ring 

section.
(6) Tighten the ring nut.
[Caution] Fasten so that there is little looseness in the wire.

Using the security bar to fasten

Rear
(I/F side)

Front
(Lens side)

① ②

③

④

➄

Front
(Lens side)



1-6 EB-L615U Series + ELPMB22

Applicable models: EB-L615U/610U/610W/510U/400U
Material used: Safety wire (ELPWR01) x 1

Attaching the safety wire

(1) Security bar position: Right side of rear surface of the body
(2) Hang the ring on the security bar on the rear surface of the 

body.
(3) Wind the wire around the fixture pole.
(4) Wind the wire further around the pole (double wind it).
(5) Pass one looped section of wire through the other looped 

section.
(6) Tighten the ring nut.
[Caution] Fasten so that there is little looseness in the wire.

Using the security bar to fasten

Front
(Lens side)

Rear
(I/F side)

Rear
(I/F side)① ② ③ ④

➄ ⑥



1-7 EB-L615U Series + ELPMB30

Applicable models: EB-L615U/610U/610W/510U/400U
Material used: Safety wire (ELPWR01) x 1

Attaching the safety wire

(1) Security bar position: Right side of rear surface of the body
(2) Hang the ring on the security bar on the rear surface of the 

body.
(3) Wind the wire around the ceiling mounting bracket.
(4) Wind the wire further around the ceiling mounting bracket 

(double wind it).
(5) Tighten the ring nut.

[Caution] Fasten so that there is little looseness in the wire.

Using the security bar to fasten

Rear
(I/F side)① ② ③ ④

➄

Rear
(I/F side)

Front
(Lens side)



1-8 EB-700U/1460UT Series + Izumi Board Stand Installation (82-inch, 72-inch)
Applicable models: EB-700U/1470UT/710UT/1460UT/1440UT

696UT/460T/450WT/450W/460/455WT/465T/435W/430

Material used: Safety wire (ELPWR01) x 1

Attaching the safety wire

(1) Security bar position: Rear surface of the body
(2) Hang the ring on the security bar on the rear surface of the 

body.
(3) Pass one end of the wires through the ring, and wind the wire 

around the setting bar.
(4) Tighten the ring nut.
[Caution] Care is required as applying excess force to the body 

when hanging the hook may cause the viewing angle to slip.

*The wire attachment procedure for wall mounting is the same 
as this procedure.

Using the security bar to fasten

Front
(Lens side)

Rear
(Board side)

① ② ③ ④
Rear

(Board side)



1-9 EB-595WT/695WT Series + Izumi Board Stand Installation (82-inch, 72-inch)
Applicable models: EB-595WT/590WT/585W/580/695WT/685WT

685W/680/485WT/480T/485W/480
1430WT/1420WT/1410WT

Material used: Safety wire (ELPWR01) x 1

Attaching the safety wire

(1) Security bar position: Left side of the rear surface of the body
(2) Hang the ring on the security bar on the rear surface of the 

body.
(3) Wind the wire around the setting bar.
(4) Pass one looped section of wire through the other looped 

section.
(5) Tighten the ring nut.
[Caution] Care is required as applying excess force to the body 

when hanging the hook may cause the viewing angle to slip.

Using the security bar to fasten

Front
(Lens side)

Rear
(Board side)

① ② ③ ④

➄

Rear
(Board side)

*The wire attachment procedure for wall mounting is the same 
as this procedure.



Applicable models: EB-G7900U/G7400U/G7200W/G7000W/G7800
Materials used: Safety wire (ELPWR01) x 2, Eye bolt x 1

Attaching the safety wires
＜Ａ＞
(1) Security bar position: Left rear of body
(2) Hang the ring on the security bar at the rear of the body.
(3) Wind around the fixture pole and pass one looped section of wire through 

the other looped section.
(4) Tighten the ring nut.

＜Ｂ＞
(1) Eye bolt installation position: Right side of the rear surface
(2) Fix the eye bolt to the mounting bracket screw hole in the right side of the 

rear surface, and hang on a ring.
(3) Wind around the fixture pole and pass one looped section of wire through 

the other looped section.
(4) Tighten the ring nut.

[Caution] Fasten so that there is little looseness in the wire.
*Procedure B requires the following condition. If the following 

condition does not apply, only the security bar can be used.A: Using the security bar to fasten

B: Using an eye bolt to fasten (*The rear surface cover must not be attached)

1-10 EB-G7000 Series + ELPMB22

Front (Lens side)

Rear (I/F side)

A B

① ② ③ ④Rear (I/F side)

Rear (I/F side)
① ② ③ ④



1-11 EB-G5950 Series + ELPMB22
Applicable models: EB-G5950/5700WU/5650W/5600/5500

5350/5200/5100
Material used: Safety wire (ELPWR01) x 1

Attaching the safety wire

(1) Handle position: Front surface of body
(2) Wind the wire around the fixture pole.
(3) Wind it further around the pole (double wind it).
(4) Wind one of the wires from the bottom of the handle through 

the ring and tighten the nut.

[Caution] Fasten so that there is little looseness in the wire.

Using the handle to fasten

Front
(Lens side)

Rear
(I/F side)

① ② ③ ④



1-12 EB-536WT Series + ELPMB23
Applicable models: EB-536WT/535W/530/436WT/430
Material used: Safety wire (ELPWR01) x 1

Attaching the safety wire

(1) Security bar position: Right side of body (The position may be 
further forward or rearward depending on the model number)
(2) Hang the ring on the security bar at the right rear of the body.
(3) Wind the wire around the fixture pole.
(4) Tighten the ring nut.
*If the pole position is further, tighten, referring to steps (5) and (6).
(5) Wind around the fixture pole and pass one looped section of wire 

through the other looped section.
(6) Tighten the ring nut.

[Caution] Fasten so that there is little looseness in the wire.

Using the security bar to fasten

Front
(Lens side)

Rear
(I/F side)

① ② ③ ④

➄ ⑥



1-13-1 EMP7800 Type/7900 Type + ELPMB22
Applicable models: EMP-7800/7850/7900/7950
Material used: Safety wire (ELPWR01) x 1

Attaching the safety wire
(1) Handle position: Right side of body
(2) Pass the wire through the handle section, and pass it through the wire ring. 
(3) Wind the wire around the fixture pole.
(4) After hanging the wire ring of the pole side on the hook (carabiner), pass 

the wire through the hook (carabiner) and tighten it.

*The handle section is wide and the hook (carabiner) does not pass 
through, thus use a carabiner for the fixture pole section.
*All methods that do not use a security bar but use a handle section to 

tighten are the same.

Using the handle section to fasten

Rear (I/F side)

Front (Lens side)

① ② ③ ④



1-13-2 ELP8000 Type/9000 Type + ELPMB06

Front (Lens side)

Applicable models: ELP-8000/8000NL/8100/8100NL/8200/8200NL
9000/9000NL/9100/9100NL

Material used: Safety wire (ELPWR01) x 1

Attaching the safety wire
(1) Handle position: Left side of body
(2) Pass the wire through the handle section, and pass it through the wire ring. 
(3) Wind the wire around the fixture pole.
(4) After hanging the wire ring of the pole side on the hook (carabiner), pass 

the wire through the hook (carabiner) and tighten it.

*The handle section is wide and the hook (carabiner) does not pass 
through, thus use a carabiner for the fixture pole section.
*Photographs (2), (3) and (4) are reused for the EMP7800 Type/7900 

Type + ELPMB22, and the fastening methods are the same.
*All methods that do not use a security bar but use a handle section to 

tighten are the same.

① ② ③④



2-1 EB-1795F/1785W/1780W Fixing the Lashing Belt
（ELPMB23+ELPPT01）

Points of caution when fixing the lashing belt
■ Pass horizontal (lengthwise) belts through the gap between the ELPMB23 and ELPPT01 and fasten the 
belts.
■ Vertical (focal axis) belts are attached in different locations, depending on the pole.



2-2 EH-TW6700/TW6700W/TW6600/TW6600W+ELPMB22

Fixing the lashing belt

Points of caution when fixing the lashing belt
■ Pass both horizontal (lengthwise) and vertical (focal axis) belts through the gap in the slit section and 
fasten the belts.
■ Vertical (focal axis) belts are attached in different locations, depending on the pole.

Take care not to 
obscure the 
indicator lamps



2-3 EH-TW6700/TW6700W/TW6600/TW6600W+ELPMB30

Fixing the lashing belt

Points of caution when fixing the lashing belt
■ Horizontal (lengthwise) direction: Wind the belt once around the fixture to attach it.
■ Vertical (focal axis): Pass the belt between fixtures and then wind the belt to attach it.

The 
indicators 
are hidden



3-1 EH-TW8300W Series + ELPMB20
Applicable models: EH-TW8300W/TW8300
Materials used: Safety wire (ELPWR01) x 2, Eye bolt x 2

Attaching the safety wires
＜Ａ＞
(1) Eye bolt installation position: Front of body
(2) Fix the eye bolt to the mounting bracket screw hole on the body, and 

attach a ring.
(3) Wind the wire once around the support, and then hook it on the ring.
(4) Tighten the ring nut.

＜Ｂ＞
(1) Eye bolt installation position: Far right section of the rear surface
(2) Fix the eye bolt to the mounting bracket screw hole on the body, and 

attach a ring.
(3) Wind the wire once around the support, and then hook it on the ring.
(4) Tighten the ring nut.

[Caution] Fasten so that there is little looseness in the wire.

A
B

A: Using an eye bolt to fasten

B: Using an eye bolt to fasten

Wind once around the support, and then pull the wire at both ends

Front (Lens side)

Rear (I/F side)

① ②

②

③

③ ④

④
Front (Lens side)

① Rear (I/F side)

Wind once around the support, and then pull the wire at both ends



3-2 EH-TW8300W Series + ELPMB22
Applicable models: EH-TW8300W/TW8300
Materials used: Safety wire (ELPWR01) x 2, Eye bolt x 2

Attaching the safety wires
＜Ａ＞
(1) Eye bolt installation position: Front of body
(2) Fix the eye bolt to the mounting bracket screw hole on the body, and 

attach a ring.
(3) Wind the wire once around the support, and then hook it on the ring.
(4) Tighten the ring nut.

＜Ｂ＞
(1) Eye bolt installation position: Far right section of the rear surface
(2) Fix the eye bolt to the mounting bracket screw hole on the body, and 

attach a ring.
(3) Wind the wire halfway around the support, and then hook it on the 

ring.
(4) Tighten the ring nut.

[Caution] Fasten so that there is little looseness in the wire.

A

B

A: Using an eye bolt to fasten

B: Using an eye bolt to fasten

Wind once around the support, and then pull the wire at both ends

Front (Lens side)

Rear (I/F side)

① ②

②

③

③ ④

④
Front (Lens side)

① Rear (I/F side)

Wind halfway around the support, and then pull the wire at both ends



3-3 EH-TW8300W Series + ELPMB30
Applicable models: EH-TW8300W/TW8300
Materials used: Safety wire (ELPWR01) x 2, Eye bolt x 2

Attaching the safety wires
＜Ａ＞
(1) Eye bolt installation position: Front of body
(2) Fix the eye bolt to the mounting bracket screw hole on the body, and attach 

a ring.
(3) Wind the wire once around the fixture (at the left side of the front surface), 

and then hook it on the ring.
(4) Tighten the ring nut.

＜Ｂ＞
(1) Eye bolt installation position: Far right section of the rear surface
(2) Fix the eye bolt to the mounting bracket screw hole on the body, and attach 

a ring.
(3) Wind the wire twice around the fixture (at the right side of the rear surface), 

and then hook it on the ring.
(4) Tighten the ring nut.

[Caution] Fasten so that there is little looseness in the wire.

A

B

A: Using an eye bolt to fasten

B: Using an eye bolt to fasten

Wind once around the fixture, and then pull the wire at both ends

Front (Lens side)

Rear (I/F side)

① ②

②

③ ④
Front (Lens side)

① Rear (I/F side)

Wind twice around the fixture, and then pull the wire at both ends

③

④



3-4 EH-TW8200W Series + ELPMB20
Applicable models: EH-TW8200W/TW8200/TW8100/TW7200

8000/8000W

Materials used: Safety wire (ELPWR01) x 1, Eye bolt x 1

Attaching the safety wire
(1) Eye bolt installation position: Front of body
(2) Fix the eye bolt to the mounting bracket screw hole on the 

body, and attach a ring.
(3) Wind the wire once around the support, and then hook it on the 

ring.
(4) Tighten the ring nut.

[Caution] Fasten so that there is little looseness in the wire.

Using an eye bolt to fasten Wind once around the support, and then 
pull the wire at both ends

Front (Lens side)

Rear (I/F side)

①

②

③ ④Front (Lens side)



3-5 EH-TW8200W Series + ELPMB22

Applicable models: EH-TW8200W/TW8200/TW8100/TW7200
8000/8000W

Materials used: Safety wire (ELPWR01) x 1, Eye bolt x 1

Attaching the safety wire
(1) Eye bolt installation position: Front of body
(2) Fix the eye bolt to the mounting bracket screw hole on the 

body, and attach a ring.
(3) Wind the wire once around the support, and then hook it on the 

ring.
(4) Tighten the ring nut.

[Caution] Fasten so that there is little looseness in the wire.

Using an eye bolt to fasten Wind once around the support, and then 
pull the wire at both ends

Front (Lens side)

Rear (I/F side)

①

②
③ ④

Front (Lens side)



3-6 EH-TW8200W Series + ELPMB30

Using an eye bolt to fasten Wind once around the fixture, and then 
pull the wire at both ends

Front (Lens side)

Rear (I/F side)

① ② ③ ④

Front (Lens side)

Applicable models: EH-TW8200W/TW8200/TW8100/TW7200
8000/8000W

Materials used: Safety wire (ELPWR01) x 1, Eye bolt x 1

Attaching the safety wire
(1) Eye bolt installation position: Front of body
(2) Fix the eye bolt to the mounting bracket screw hole on the body, 

and attach a ring.
(3) Wind the wire once around the fixture (at the left side of the front 

surface), and then hook it on the ring.
(4) Tighten the ring nut.

[Caution] Fasten so that there is little looseness in the wire.
[Note] 
- The photograph shows model EH-TW8300.
- For EH-TW8200W, the eye bolt and ring (a) shown in the photograph 
is not required.

(a)



3-7 EH-TW6700W Series + ELPMB20
Applicable models: EH-TW6700/TW6600W/TW6600
Materials used: Safety wire (ELPWR01) x 1, Eye bolt x 1

Attaching the safety wire
(1) Eye bolt installation position: Front of body
(2) Fix the eye bolt to the mounting bracket screw hole on the 

body, and attach a ring.
(3) Wind the wire once around the support, and then hook it on the 

ring.
(4) Tighten the ring nut.

[Caution] Fasten so that there is little looseness in the wire.

Using an eye bolt to fasten Wind once around the support, and then 
pull the wire at both ends

Front (Lens side)

Rear (I/F side)

①
②

③
④

Front (Lens side)



3-8 EH-TW5650/TW5350/TW5200 Series + ELPMB23

Applicable models: EH-TW5650/TW5650S/TW5350/TW5350S/
EH-TW5200／TW5200S

Material used: Safety wire (ELPWR01) x 1

Attaching the safety wire
(1) Security bar position: Right side of rear surface of the body
(2) Hang the ring on the security bar on the right side of the body.
(3) Wind the wire halfway around the support.
(4) Pass the wire through the ring and tighten the nut.

[Caution] Fasten so that there is little looseness in the wire.

Wind halfway around the support, and then 
pull the wire at both ends

Front (Lens side)

Rear (I/F side)

① ②

③
④

Front (Lens side)

Using the security bar to fasten



3-9 EH-TW400/TW410/Business Standard Model + ELPMB23
Applicable models: EH-TW400/TW410, EB-Sxx/Uxx/Wxx/Xxx
Material used: Safety wire (ELPWR01) x 1

Attaching the safety wire
(1) Security bar position: Far right side of body (TW400), far left side 

(TW410)
(2) Hang the fixing ring on the security bar on the body.

<When the support is positioned to the left (Offset to the lens side)>
(3) Wind the wire twice around the support.
(4) Pass both ends of the wire through the ring and tighten the nut.

<When the support is positioned to the center (Set to the center of the body)>
(5) Wind the wire twice and pass through the ring at one end.
(6) Pass one end of the wire through the fixing ring and tighten the nut.

[Caution 1] Fasten so that there is little looseness in the wire.
[Caution 2] Since the security bar position may be opposite (far left or far right) 
depending on the model, the method used to attach the wire may differ slightly.

Wind twice around the support, and then 
pull the wire at both ends

Using the security bar to fasten

Rear (I/F side)

Front (Lens side)

①

②

③ ④

⑤ ⑥


